Course Title: Cake PHP MVC Framework

Course Description:
Developing web applications using PHP and CakePHP MVC framework.

Course Prerequisite(s):
Intro PHP or equivalent experience.

Course Objectives:
Demonstrate scaffolding, baking, working with controllers, models, Ajax, Helpers, Routers, Plugins and Vendor applications.

Next Class Possibilities:
Advanced PHP

Textbook(s):
Beginning CakePHP: From Novice to Professional

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1: Installing and Running CakePHP
            Creating a To-Do-List Application
Session 2: Naming Files and Designing the Database
            Creating Simple Views and Baking in the Console
Session 3: Customizing Views
            Working with Controllers and Models
Session 4: Implementing Ajax Features
            Helpers
            Routes
Session 5: Components and Utilities
            Vendors
            Plugins
Session 6: DataSources and Behaviors
            Wrapping Up the Application